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Spatially consistent microbial biomass and future
cellular carbon release from melting Northern
Hemisphere glacier surfaces
Ian T. Stevens 1,2✉, Tristram D. L. Irvine-Fynn 2, Arwyn Edwards3, Andrew C. Mitchell 2, Joseph M. Cook1,

Philip R. Porter 4, Tom O. Holt 2, Matthias Huss5,6,7, Xavier Fettweis 8, Brian J. Moorman 9,

Birgit Sattler 10 & Andy J. Hodson 11,12

Melting glacier ice surfaces host active microbial communities that enhance glacial melt,

contribute to biogeochemical cycling, and nourish downstream ecosystems; but these

communities remain poorly characterised. Over the coming decades, the forecast ‘peak melt’

of Earth’s glaciers necessitates an improvement in understanding the state and fate of

supraglacial ecosystems to better predict the effects of climate change upon glacial surfaces

and catchment biogeochemistry. Here we show a regionally consistent mean microbial

abundance of 104 cells mL−1 in surface meltwaters from eight glaciers across Europe and

North America, and two sites in western Greenland. Microbial abundance is correlated with

suspended sediment concentration, but not with ice surface hydraulic properties. We fore-

cast that release of these microbes from surfaces under a medium carbon emission scenario

(RCP 4.5) will deliver 2.9 × 1022 cells yr−1, equivalent to 0.65 million tonnes yr−1 of cellular

carbon, to downstream ecosystems over the next ~80 years.
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Earth’s glaciers and ice sheets are melting at a rate of
~780 Gt yr−1 (ref. 1) and consequently are delivering melt-
water, microbes, nutrients and sediment into aquatic, ter-

restrial and marine environments. The loss of ice from glaciers
outside Greenland and Antarctica is accelerating2 and is expected
to peak within the next 50 years3. This meltwater discharge will
have profound effects upon the microbial productivity, biogeo-
chemical cycles, and biodiversity and function4 of glacier-fed
ecosystems5,6. Of particular importance is the organic carbon
(OC) that these glacial meltwaters deliver to downstream
environments7,8, supplementing these locations with bioavailable
OC9. Fluctuations in OC delivery from glaciers can, however,
result in complex ecological responses in mountain waters10. One
component of glacially-derived OC is the active microbial eco-
system found on melting glacier surfaces11, which furnishes
meltwater with dissolved and particulate organic carbon (DOC
and POC respectively) and microbial assemblages12–14. In
Greenland, recent estimates suggest 250 g km−2 of cellular carbon
is released each day from the ice surface to supraglacial streams15,
but no equivalent assessments exist for any other glaciers or ice
sheets.

On the ice surface, the so-called ‘weathering crust’16 offers a
variety of microbial habitats in saturated and unsaturated sub-
surface ice and within the cryoconite holes that punctuate the ice
surface17 (Fig. 1). This extensive, near-surface interfluve photic
zone18 is formed during the melt season as exposed glacier ice
develops a shallow (<2 m) porous surface layer in response to
shortwave radiation penetration into the subsurface16. It is rich in

aeolian and emergent abiotic and biotic particles, cryoconite, and
nutrient-bearing liquid meltwater, which supports an extensive
microbial community including photoautotrophic ice algae and
cyanobacteria, bacterial heterotrophs and other protists19. Despite
estimates of ~1026 microbial cells harboured within Earth’s sea-
sonally exposed weathering crust ecosystem18, assessments of
community activity20 and associated production, storage and
transfer of OC21,22 across glacier ice surfaces remain sparse. The
hydrologically active weathering crust23,24 connects the glacier
surface habitats with downstream environments via the supra-,
en- and sub-glacial hydrological networks13; yet this hydraulic
connection, and its role in regulating the transport of biomass
and OC across the surface of mountain glaciers, remains poorly
understood.

The contemporary relevance of biomass transfer from glacier
surfaces is amplified in this ‘peak melt’ century. During the 21st
century air temperature rise will drive an expansion of bare-ice
melt area and increase in glacial runoff, before both decline as
glaciers recede across the European Alps25 and European and
North American Arctic26,27. The associated expansion and con-
traction of melting weathering crust areas will regulate the cycling
of supraglacial OC and its delivery to glacier-fed ecosystems7. To
establish understanding of these fundamental processes, we
evaluate microbe abundance in glacial weathering crust melt-
waters, and examine its association with supraglacial hydraulic
properties across contrasting latitudinal and climatological set-
tings from eight northern hemisphere glaciers and two sites on
the Greenland Ice Sheet (Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 2). We

Fig. 1 A conceptual model of the glacial weathering crust. a A catchment-scale transect and water flow across and beneath the ice surface, for which
b indicative depth-variable relationships for bulk ice density, porosity and hydraulic conductivity (K) are shown. c Insets depict exemplar meltwater-
saturated or unsaturated microbial habitats or niches: i) shows the near-surface unsaturated zone with capillary draw and evaporative water fluxes; ii)
illustrates the highly porous ice-atmosphere interface where glacier ice algae thrive; iii) portrays the saturated weathering crust zone; and iv) represents a
cryoconite hole ecosystem that punctuates the weathering crust, hosting a one-particle thick layer of cryoconite granules. Microbes suspected to be
present in each environmental niche are indicated.
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reveal a mean microbial abundance of 104 cells mL−1, a max-
imum of 105 cells mL−1, and demonstrate the importance of the
supraglacial ecosystem in delivering microbes to downstream
environments in the coming eight decades. The study provides a
benchmark assessment of supraglacial cell concentrations and
biomass on North American and European glacier surfaces and
presents a first order estimate of the contribution this system
makes to global OC fluxes.

Results and discussion
The microbial abundance of glacier surfaces. Our optimised
flow cytometry protocol (as outlined in the Supplementary
Information) was employed on 763 weathering crust meltwater
samples and revealed a mean microbial abundance of
2.2 × 104 ± 5.5 × 104 cells mL−1 (Figs. 3 and 4). In contrast, other
aquatic and terrestrial habitats typically have higher cell con-
centrations: upper (<200 m depth) ocean waters contain 105 cells
mL−1; lower (>200 m depth) ocean waters 104 cells mL−1;
freshwaters 106 cells mL−1; and 107–8 cells cm−3 in the upper
10 m of unconsolidated terrestrial sediments28. Moreover, other
cryosphere systems also exhibit higher microbial abunace than
supraglacial meltwaters, for example: snow − 105 cells mL−1

(ref. 29); sea ice and lake ice (both 106 cells mL−1 (refs. 30,31)); and
the subglacial environment 105 cells mL−1 (ref. 32).

We show no significant statistical difference between weath-
ering crust abundance and 142 equivalent in-stream abundance
of 2.2 × 104 ± 3.0 × 104 cells mL−1 (details of all statistical testing
are summarised in Supplementary Table 4); a phenomenon
which is replicated when samples are examined on a site-by-site
basis (Supplementary Table 4). These meltwater abundances
correspond well to those reported in the previous Arctic and
Alpine work (103–105 cells mL−1)33–35. However, the abundances
we describe are typically lower than those reported for glacial
surface ice 104–6 cells mL−1 (refs. 35–37), but equivalent to
cryoconite hole waters (~104 cells mL−1 (refs. 38–41)), which are
hydrologically connected with the weathering crust (Fig. 1,
ref. 24). A simplistic comparison of these concentrations implies
that, once removed from the melting ice surface, microbes are
entrained in weathering crust meltwaters and efficiently advected
to the supraglacial stream network. Beyond this simple numeric
comparison, future studies should look to focus on the role of
cryoconite holes in this process, and interaction with the
particulate layer found at the base of such holes.

There are, however, significant differences in weathering crust
cell concentrations between glaciers (Supplementary Table 3)
with pairwise comparisons revealing significantly higher abun-
dance in Greenland’s Dark Zone (mean cell concentration of
4.7 × 104 cells mL−1) than reported for the European Alpine
glaciers of Haut Glacier d’Arolla, Vadrec del Forno and
Rotmoosferner and the sub-arctic Storglaciären, where mean
abundances range from 2.9 to 3.9 × 104 cells mL−1 (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Table 5A). In-stream abundances also differ
between glaciers (Supplementary Table 3), with a significant
pairwise contrast between Fountain Glacier, Canada,
(3.6 × 104 cells mL−1) and Vadrec del Forno, Switzerland,
(1.5 × 104 cells mL−1; Supplementary Table 5B). Critically,
despite these differences, mean microbial abundances are within
the same order of magnitude (104 cells mL−1) in both weathering
crust and stream meltwaters across all sample locations.

The modal size class of meltwater borne microbes is 1–2 μm
(n= 905), containing 53.1 ± 8.8 % of the enumerated microbes;
whilst 71.7% of the microbes were ≤2 μm, and 86.3% ≤4 μm
(Fig. 3). Microbes exceeding 10 μm (thereafter large cells), most
likely being cyanobacteria or eukaryotic algae15, on average
comprise 13.5%, equivalent to an absolute abundance of
2.9 × 103 cells mL−1, of total microbes. Notably, as microbial size
distributions within the weathering crust and supraglacial stream
meltwaters are comparable at all glaciers and when considering
the dataset in its entirety (Fig. 2).

Controls upon microbial abundance and biomass transport.
We pair 614 microbial abundance measurements with corre-
sponding hydrological data, including: weathering crust hydraulic
conductivity (K), water table depth relative to the ice surface23;
electrical conductivity (EC, a proxy for total solute concentra-
tion); water temperature; and, for 90 stream samples, meltwater
discharge (Q). Moreover, suspended sediment concentration was
measured for all 905 abundance records by enumerating non-
stained particles (i.e., those excluded from the cell gate) in each
cytogram. Across the hemispheric dataset, the variable which
correlates most strongly with microbial abundance is suspended
sediment concentration (Supplementary Table 3); with the
examination of this relationship on a glacier-by-glacier basis
revealing stronger model fits (Fig. 4).

Regression model fits between measured hydraulic variables
are not statistically significant (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 3).

Fig. 2 Supraglacial sampling sites distributed around the Northern Hemisphere. Glacier codes are as follows: FFSV: Foxfonna; FGBI: Fountain Glacier;
GBOS: Gaisbergferner; GRDS: Greenland Ice Sheet (S6); GRKM: Greenland Ice Sheet (Point 660); HACH: Haut Glacier d’Arolla; PBSV: Protektorbreen;
RMOS: Rotmoosferner; SGSE: Storglaciären; and VFCH: Vadrec del Forno. Metadata for each site can be found in Supplementary Table 2.
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However, at the glacier-scale, contrasts exist, with examples of weak
inverse relationships between K and cell concentration at sites in
western Greenland and positive associations found at Gaisbergferner
(Austria) and Fountain Glacier. EC and water temperature
demonstrate significant relationships with cell concentration but
have poor model fits (r2 < 0.04) with cell concentration (Supplemen-
tary Table 3). Our data suggest that across five orders of magnitude
in hydraulic conductivity (10−3–101md−1) and three orders of
magnitude in stream discharge (10−3–100m3 s−1), microbial
abundance in glacial meltwater is broadly stable with 97% of our
samples in the order 104 cells mL−1 (n= 905). This ostensible lack of
a clear, dominant, or consistent association between abundance and
hydrological variables implies that alternate, ecological or glaciological
factors must regulate the microbe numbers in weathering crust
meltwaters.

The weak, positive relationship between microbial and suspended
sediment concentrations may explain the relatively high abundances
we report in Greenland’s Dark Zone; an area rich in such
particulates42,43. This relationship may simply reflect that sediment
and cells are mobilised under the same hydrological conditions or
may be due to the presence of sediment liberated from suspended
microbial aggregates (which are disaggregated as part of our
cytometric method). Within such aggregates, sediment particles
may offer loci for microbe attachment and/or a supply of scavenged
nutrients such as bio-mined phophorus44. Alternate ecological
controls upon microbial abundance may include: (i) specific nutrient
availability (e.g. nitrogen45 and/or phosphorus44), and/or (ii)
mortality controls such as predation or viral lysis46, and photo-
degradation and/or photolysis47, which all present avenues for future
investigation.

The combination of low hydraulic conductivity (<1 m d−1) and
typical supraglacial stream spacing48,49 implies interfluvial transit
times that exceed reported community doubling times on glaciers
(1–11 days20,39,46). However, our data reveal that the biomass
transiting through the weathering crust across a range of melt
regimes and surface geometries is broadly consistent and stable,
implying that replication either does not occur in weathering

crust meltwaters or is rate-matched by the limiting factors
considered above. To further elucidate this potential control on
cell concentration, future research should look to examine the
active, dormant, damaged or dead fractions of these microbes,
their levels of activity and contribution to the broader supraglacial
and downstream ecosystems50.

The varied and continually changing structure51, pore
geometry and porosity16 of ablating glacier ice invites further
assessment of its role in regulating cell concentration and
transport. The proportion, sizes and biomass of cells that are
immobile within the weathering crust ice matrix remains unclear:
whether entombed within solid ice crystals40, resident in low
shear havens such as disconnected pores, ice crystal-bound
water52, or the unsaturated zone of the weathering crust23,53;
retained between crystals via mechanical filtration34; or bound to
crystals by extra-cellular polymeric substances (EPS)54, ice
binding proteins55, or biofilms56. Future work, especially
considering the accumulation of microbes within the weathering
crust15, or so-called ‘biological albedo reduction’57, should
examine and characterise these potential controls on microbial
abundance and cell retention.

The export and contribution of weathering crust microbes to
global carbon cycling during the 21st century. By coupling our
regionally consistent microbial abundance and cell size distribu-
tion assessments with predicted glacier ice melt volumes, we
provide a conservative, first order forecast of annual regional
microbial cell and carbon export from glacier surfaces over the
coming century. We use global circulation model driven projec-
tions for Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI)58 regions 1-12 (i.e.
the Northern Hemisphere excluding High Mountain Asia,
thereafter: glaciers) under low, medium and high emissions sce-
narios (Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 2.6, 4.5
and 8.5 respectively)59 and the Greenland Ice Sheet under med-
ium and high scenarios60. Cellular carbon content per unit
meltwater volume was calculated using abundance-size derived
cell biovolume and allometric conversion ratios61,62. In the

Fig. 3 Cell concentration and size distributions within the weathering crust and supraglacial streams at each investigated glacier. All distributions are
box and whisker plots displaying median, 25 to 75 percentiles, distribution range and outlying sample measurements (as grey dots) for each glacier in
latitudinal order (from north to south). Each site is coded by RGI region (ACN: Arctic Canada North; Sca.: Scandinavia; GP: Greenland Periphery and GIS:
Greenland Ice Sheet; and glacier identifier (listed in Fig. 2). Sample numbers (n) correspond to the abundance box plots with which they vertically align.
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absence of a more complete ecological understanding of the
weathering crust, we assume that microbial community compo-
sition and abundance will not be modified over the next ~80
years. Moreover, it should be noted that these estimates represent
a lower-end estimate of carbon export, due to the accuracy of the
enumeration protocol (~84%; see Supplementary Information).
We limit our upscaling to RGI regions 1–12, as this corresponds
to regions which are either directly sampled in this study or are
considered broadly glaciologically and/or climatically similar.
Given the consistency in microbial abundance across the sampled
glaciers, we consider the data collected in each region to provide
suitable representation of the entire region, despite local differ-
ences in glacial settings and characteristics such as climate, slope,
aspect, elevation, and mineralogy. Thus, there remains a paucity

of data from glaciers in High Mountain Asia and the Southern
Hemisphere, the study of which would further enhance our
knowledge of supraglacial microbial fluxes. Consequently, the
supraglacial carbon flux we present herein is not a global estimate,
but the regions for which we project fluxes incorporate ~71% of
the total projected RGI runoff.

Under a medium emission scenario (RCP 4.5), we forecast an
annual average of 2.9 × 1022 cells yr−1, equivalent to 0.65Mt yr−1

of cellular carbon, will be exported from our study regions and
the Greenland Ice Sheet (Fig. 5, Supplementary Table 6) during
the 21st century. This is equivalent to between 10 and 15% of the
POC flux from Arctic Rivers (5 ± 1 Mt C yr−1; ref. 63), and 0.4%
of global biospheric river POC flux (157+ 74/−50 Mt C yr−1;
ref. 64). Glaciers (c.f. the Greenland Ice Sheet) are the dominant

Fig. 4 Associations between cell concentration and related hydraulic variables. a Scatter plot of suspended sediment concentration (particles mL−1)
against cell concentration for all samples. b Linear regressions of suspended concentration against abundance for each glacier site. c Scatter plot of
hydraulic conductivity (K) in m d−1 against cell concentration for all weathering crust samples. d Linear regressions for C. e Scatter plot of stream discharge
(Q) in m3 s−1 against cell concentration for four glacier settings where measurements n > 5. f Linear regressions for E. For all plots, each glacier’s data are
colour-coded; for plots b, d, and f the 95% confidence limits are shown, and adjusted r2 values are given with significance indicated by * for p < 0.1, ** for
p < 0.05, and *** for p < 0.01. Note that r2 values for VFCH are presented with a black background for visual clarity.
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Fig. 5 Cellular carbon export trends under low, medium and high emissions scenarios (RCPs 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5) from 2020 to 2099, relative to the
regional mean for 2000–2019. Note these trends also reflect relative changes in the absolute number of microbes exported. The right-hand panel depicts
the mean and ± uncertainty in 2099 for the corresponding region. Note that there is no projection for the Greenland Ice Sheet under RCP 2.6. Solid lines
indicate directly sampled regions, whilst dashed lines indicate extrapolated regions. Note that regions of equal colour are not connected in any fashion, the
reuse of colour is a function of inherent colour palette limitations.
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source of liberated cells and carbon (despite only representing a
global sub-sample), delivering, on average, 1.8 × 1022 cells, or
0.40Mt C yr−1. Mirroring established discharge predictions3,
‘peak carbon’ (i.e. maximal carbon export rate) from glaciers is
reached between before 2040 under a low emissions scenario and
between 2040 and 2059 under the medium emissions scenario.
‘Peak carbon’ will not be reached this century under a high
emissions scenario, with end-of-century exports exceed
2000–2019 levels by 34% as glaciers continue to recede65. Within
this first-order approximation, there are extreme regional
differences (Fig. 5, Supplementary Table 6), most notably as
glaciers in the mid-latitude/high altitude regions of Alaska,
Western Canada/US, Scandinavia, North Asia, Central Europe
and the Caucasus become diminished towards the end of the 21st
century. Moreover, the Greenland Ice Sheet exhibits rising
cellular carbon export under both medium and high emissions
scenarios in our forecast, in contrast to glaciers under the
medium emissions scenario, becoming an increasingly large
contributor to total carbon export from glacierised catchments
throughout the century.

The data herein do not allow a detailed prediction of the fate of
this supraglacially derived carbon source. We assume, to facilitate
discussion, that supraglacially derived cellular carbon is a)
equivalent to total supraglacially derived POC and b) is efficiently
advected from the supraglacial hydrological system to the en- and
subglacial networks before delivery to downstream ecosystems
and marine environments. Previous work suggests that POC
delivered to downstream ecosystems from the Greenland Ice
Sheet is derived primarily from rock and soil weathering in the
subglacial system66,67, with such material comprising 85 ± 5% of
total proglacial POC68 and the remainder (15 ± 5%) sourced
directly from the ice surface. For the Greenland Ice Sheet, our
observations broadly correspond with this assessment; surface
cellular carbon export (0.18 Mt C yr−1) is between 20 and 43% of
the total forecast POC export for the ice sheet of 0.90Mt C yr−1

(refs. 7,68 respectively). The implication of this numerical
comparison is that there is little evidence for the processing or
storage of supraglacial cellular carbon at the bed of the Greenland
Ice Sheet during the ablation season, and this material is delivered
efficiently downstream; however, this work only represents a first
estimate of the liability of such POC and further work should
look to directly pair surface and proglacial measurements.

In contrast we show that, for glaciers, supraglacial cellular
carbon export represents ~56% of previous global glacier POC
export7 (0.39 of 0.70 Mt C yr−1). Continuing the use of both
assumptions used for the Greenland Ice Sheet, this proportional
POC divide implies that cells from glacier surface are the primary
source of glacially exported POC. We propose that surface-
derived POC is a larger constituent of proglacially exported POC
due to the relatively shorter subglacial drainage length at the
glacial sites: we report a mean sample site-to-terminus distance of
only 5 km (after refs. 69,70) in contrast to flowpath lengths of
10–100 km long71 for the Greenlandic sites which contribute to
these data.

Consequently, our study emphasises the importance of the
supraglacial environment as a source of OC released to down-
stream ecosystems4,7,8,15 especially from glaciers, although this
biomass may be augmented and modified during its transit
through the subglacial system. Over the next ~80 years, our data
highlights the strong potential for ecological change4–6 in
environments where glacial carbon export is predicted to increase
(Arctic Canada, Greenland, Svalbard and the Russian Arctic),
diminish (Western Canada and the US, Scandinavia and North
Asia), or potentially disappear entirely (European Alps, Cauca-
sus). Here we provide a critical baseline for the release of
supraglacial cellular carbon and highlight the requirement for

further exploration of the microbial ecology of supraglacial
environments. Such understanding is essential to better under-
stand the downstream biogeochemical implications of future
glacial retreat under a changing climate.

Conclusions
Amidst the ongoing decline of mountain glaciers2 and con-
sequent modifications to meltwater runoff volume3 and OC
delivered to glacier-fed ecosystems4,8, it is critical to advance the
understanding glacier-derived carbon fluxes. Here, using samples
form glacier and ice sheet surfaces around the Northern Hemi-
sphere, we demonstrate the existence of an upper limit of
microbial abundance in distributed and channelised glacial sur-
face meltwaters of ~104 cells mL−1. The controls upon microbial
abundance and export remain unclear; with the interacting roles
of nutrient availability, ecosystem interactions or other physical
or glaciological controls providing avenues for further investiga-
tion. We forecast a mean annual export of 2.9 × 1022 cells yr−1,
equivalent to cellular carbon export of 0.65 Mt yr−1, from glaciers
(1.8 × 1022 cells or 0.40Mt C yr−1) in the Northern Hemisphere
(except High Mountain Asia) and the Greenland Ice Sheet
(1.1 × 1022 cells or 0.25Mt C yr−1) under a medium emission
scenario, with marked declines in carbon export in mid-latitude
montane glaciers over the next ~80 years. Moreover, we identify
that supraglacial-derived cells comprise the majority of POC
exported from glaciers outside the major ice sheets, and over 40%
of POC exported from the Greenland Ice Sheet, highlighting the
link between supraglacial microbial communities and down-
stream biogeochemical change under a warming climate. As such,
it is essential to further understand the ecology of these microbial
communities that live within and are exported from the supra-
glacial environment to fully comprehend the biogeochemical
effects of climate change in soon-to-be deglacierised regions.

Materials and methods
Fieldwork was undertaken over a two-year period between July 2014 and July 2016.
Ten sites across the northern hemisphere in contrasting latitudinal and climato-
logical settings were sampled (Fig. 2; Supplementary Table 2). Field campaigns
were conducted in the ablation area of each glacier/ice sheet location during the
summer melt season, with sites selected to represent the wider glaciological
landscape.

Enumeration of glacial microbes. Meltwater samples for microbial enumeration
were collected from both weathering crust and stream environments. In the
weathering crust, 15 mL of depth-integrated meltwater was extracted from auger
holes following the collection of hydrological data, using a thrice pre-rinsed
polyethylene syringe and 30 cm polypropylene tube. Of this, 10 mL was decanted
into a 15 mL sterile screw-top centrifuge tube (Fischer Scientific; UK). Stream
samples were collected directly in centrifuge tubes prior to stream discharge
measurement. Both sample types were fixed using paraformaldehyde (samples
collected at Vadrec del Forno, VFCH) or glutaraldehyde (both 2% w/v final con-
centration) and kept in the dark and cool (~ 4 °C) for up to 14 days before freezing
for long term storage at −80 °C.

Samples were enumerated using an optimised flow cytometry (FCM) protocol
as described in detail within the Supplementary information (Optimisation,
evaluation and application of flow cytometry for microbial enumeration of glacial
meltwater). Briefly, samples were thawed in the dark at ambient room temperature
for ~16 h35,72, vortexed for ≥30 s and divided into two 1 mL aliquots. One aliquot
was stained with SYBR-Gold (Molecular Probes, UK) at a final concentration of 1×,
whilst the other was left unstained. Aliquots were stored in the dark at 20 °C for a
maximum of 240 min prior to enumeration. FCM analysis was undertaken using a
Sony SH-800EC cell sorter (Sony Biotechnology, Japan) which was aligned and
calibrate daily following the manufacturer’s instructions. A minimum of 400 µL of
each aliquot was analysed at a flow rate between 21 and 63 μLmin−1, depending on
the event rate, itself proportional to the sediment and microbial concentration of
each sample. Microbial counts were calculated by comparing the stained/unstained
aliquot pairs using a multi-stage gating protocol: FSC-A/FSC-H was used to
examine for aggregation, and FITC/BSC for identification of microbes. Cell sizes
categories ranging from <1 to >15 μm were estimated using a non-fluorescent Flow
Cytometry Size Calibration Kit (Molecular Probes, UK) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Our size assessment was constrained by the
instrumental 0.5 µm a detection limit. Due to the fixation of samples in the field
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and use of the non-discriminatory stain SYBR Gold, we are unable to distinguish
between viable and non-viable microbes using this protocol.

Weathering crust and stream hydrology. Weathering crust hydraulic con-
ductivity was calculated using the bail-recharge method, employing 36 cm deep
auger-holes of 5 cm diameter, drilled with a Kovacs ice auger (note that we refer to
the ice auger, not a standard corer). Bespoke capacitance piezometers23, yielding
water level at 2 s intervals, were used to record auger-hole recharge. Piezometers
were rinsed three times with supraglacial stream water prior to installation to
minimise cross-contamination of the microbial samples. Hydraulic conductivity
(K) was calculated from these recharge curves using standard groundwater
techniques73. Auger-hole water temperature and EC were recorded using a com-
bined Reed SD-4307 probe following microbial sample collection at HACH, PBSV
and VFCH.

Supraglacial stream discharge was recorded at six sites (PBSV, FFSV, FGBI,
SGSE, RMOS and HACH) using salt dilution gauging at a fixed location. At VFCH,
a Druck pressure transducer was installed at a fixed in-stream location to measure
stage at a one minute resolution, with data recorded using a Campbell CR1000. A
stage-discharge relationship was established using spot discharge measurements
using salt dilution gauging.

Cell and cellular carbon export from glacier surfaces. Cellular carbon export
from all glacier surfaces and the Greenland Ice Sheet over the 21st century was
estimated by upscaling averaged cellular carbon in supraglacial meltwaters at each
glacier using modelled future glacial discharge under different Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Cellular carbon content per unit meltwater
volume was calculated using abundance-size derived cell biovolume and allometric
conversion ratios61,62, and this value (cellular carbon mL−1) was upscaled to
regional supraglacial carbon export by multiplication using the output of regional
glacier melt models. A fully detailed method follows.

To calculate cellular carbon concentrations, single-cell carbon mass was first
calculated for each cell size bin, using allometric biovolume-to-carbon conversion
factors. It was assumed that FCM determined cell size was equal to cell length, and
that every cell within a given size bin was of median length. For example, a cell in
the 4–10 μm bin was assigned a length of 7 μm; 17.5 μm was defined as the median
length for the open-ended upper bin. It was assumed that all cells <1 μm were
spherical, that cells 1≤ and ≥10 μm were rod-shaped bacteria with
length(L):width(W) ratios calculated per Eq. (1) (ref. 74) and total biovolume (V) as
per Eq. (2) (ref. 75). Cells >10 μm were assumed to be rod-shaped algae with
L:W= 2.6 (ref. 76). Biovolume was converted to cellular carbon (M; femtograms,
fg) using Eq.(3), where c and a are domain-dependant constants. For bacteria77,
c= 162 and a= 0.91, and for algae62 c= 109 and a= 0.991.

W ¼ 0:888Lþ 0:111 ð1Þ

V ¼ π

4
w2 L� w

3

� �
ð2Þ

M ¼ cVa ð3Þ
Single cell carbon for each bin was expanded to a g L−1 estimate for each glacier

by calculating mean and ±5% cell concentrations for each size bin and multiplying
cell count by the cellular carbon of a single cell within the corresponding bin. Total
cellular carbon within each size bin was then summed to provide a glacier-wide
value of predicted cellular carbon per litre of surface meltwater. These were
upscaled to predict annual supraglacial cellular carbon export by using glacier and
ice sheet runoff projections. For all glaciers globally, annual water runoff at the
temporally evolving glacier terminus was computed using the Global Glacier
Evolution Model (GloGEM)59 based on projections of 13 Global Circulation
Models (GCMs) driven by RCP 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5 emissions scenarios. Results were
aggregated to RGI regions and for the mean of the utilised GCMs. For the
Greenland Ice Sheet, projections were obtained using the regional climate model
MAR (Modèle Atmosphérique Régional), forced by output of three CIMP5
(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) GCMs driven by RCP 4.5 and
8.560.

Glaciers were linked with their corresponding regions, or extrapolations made
to non-sampled regions based on climatological and glaciological setting. It was not
deemed appropriate to extrapolate to RGI regions 13–19 (High Mountain Asia and
the Southern Hemisphere), nor to consider the Antarctic Ice Sheet as no direct nor
glaciological comparable observations of cellular concentrations are available in
these regions. Within these regions, there are several factors which prevent
justifiable extrapolation, which ultimately cause surface environments which differ
significantly from the glaciers we surveyed directly. For example, glaciers in High
Mountain Asia often have thick debris mantles in their ablation zones and as such
have predominantly different surface processes from their clean ice counterparts78.
Glaciers in the south-eastern Himalaya79 and low-latitudes80 are typically of the
summer accumulation type, with large amounts of precipitation characterising the
melt season.

It should be noted that it is assumed that all meltwater is produced on the
surface, drains from the surface, and is efficiently advected to downstream
environments; that 1 L of meltwater weighs 1 kg; and that the microbial

concentration in glacial surface snow melt81 is an equivalent order of magnitude to
that in ice melt, and remains constant throughout the melt season. The latter
assumption is based upon a paucity of season-long data, and greater understanding
of seasonal variation in microbial concentration would enable refinement of the
carbon export estimates presented herein.

Uncertainty ranges for microbial carbon exported are calculated using
uncertainties of both variables (cell concentration and modelled discharge). For cell
concentration, the mean value is supplemented with a lower and higher bound
estimate of concentration, using the 16th and 84th percentiles (equivalent to
1 standard deviation in a normally distributed population). Using similar estimates
of uncertainty from the runoff model outputs for each emissions scenario (see
refs. 59,60), low-low and high-high values of cellular carbon and meltwater
production were combined to establish low and high estimates of cellular carbon
export over the coming 80 years.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Data presented in this manuscript is available here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
7034224
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